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Video Link

The Great Taking. How the Banksters Plan to Steal Everything From Everyone. Documentary

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

You’ve heard of The Great Reset? Now delve into The Great Taking, described by former hedge fund

manager David Webb as a system put in place by central bankers to take everything, from everyone.

“It is about the taking of collateral (all of it), the end game of the current globally synchronous debt

accumulation super cycle,” Webb explains.

In the video above, you can learn more about this planned conKscation of global securities assets,

which Webb argues deserves the title of “greatest crime ever contemplated.”  Although the plan is

decades in the making, Webb details signs that indicate it may be coming to fruition soon — if

nothing is done to stop it. If and when that occurs, it would result in complete subjugation of

humanity.

Signs a ‘Great Taking’ Financial Collapse Is Coming

Webb has been studying global Knancial systems for more than two decades. By researching

historical precedents, like bank closures that occurred during the Great Depression, he’s noticed

signs that may foreshadow a coming Knancial collapse:

“This scheme is being executed by long-planned, intelligent design, the audacity and scope

of which is di:cult for the mind to encompass. Included are all >nancial assets and bank

deposits, all stocks and bonds; and hence, all underlying property of all public corporations,

including all inventories, plant and equipment; land, mineral deposits, inventions and

intellectual property.

Privately owned personal and real property >nanced with any amount of debt will likewise

be taken, as will the assets of privately owned businesses which have been >nanced with

debt. If even partially successful, this will be the greatest conquest and subjugation in

world history.”

Webb compares it to the global Knancial distress that occurred in the 1930s due to debt levels. At

the time, 9,000 U.S. banks failed, taking $7 billion in depositors’ assets with them.  “When a bank

failed the depositors were simply left without a penny. The life savings of millions of Americans

were wiped out by the bank failures,” the U.S. Social Security Administration states.

Their debts, however, were not canceled but, rather, were consolidated into the Federal Reserve

system and enforced. “So, people that were in debt were in trouble,” Webb says. “Even wealthy

people lost everything. The difference this time around is they're not going after just property that is

encumbered by debt.” He explains:

“They've engineered this so they can take things, all securities, as collateral from people

and entities that have no borrowings against them. They own them clear and outright. Now

let me give you an example as an analogy to explain the horror of this. So, you have bought

a car and you paid cash for it, you think you're being very conservative, you have no debt

against the car.

But unbeknownst to you, the dealer continues to control your car as collateral, you're not

told this, the dealer uses your car and all the other cars sold by the dealer as collateral for

his borrowing and his business. Now, the dealer goes bust, and only certain secured

creditors are empowered to immediately take your car and all the cars ever sold by the

dealer without any judicial review. Immediately.

When I describe this to people, they get worried about their cars. This is not about your car.

This is an analogy for what has been done. It's much worse than this being about your car,

because it is literally about the entire securities complex globally. So it is not about your

insolvency that causes the loss of your assets. It's the insolvency of the people that

secretly used your collateral as their property without telling you that or disclosing it.”

The Dematerialization of Securities to Electronic Holdings Started in the
‘60s

The Great Taking is a carefully orchestrated construct, but one that has legal underpinnings and

support from the CIA and upper echelons of government. It’s a plan that dates back to the 1960s,

when the process of dematerializing securities to hold them electronically began. According to

Webb:

“Yes, they have changed law. Can that be challenged? That's what has to happen. So, this

was the process, they changed it in the Uniform Commercial Code. This was beginning in

1994. The efforts to affect this actually go back further than that into the 1960s, when they

began the process of dematerialization of securities to hold them all electronically, which

some people were suspicious about then — and they were right to be suspicious.

It is clear that that beginning process was literally run by the CIA. And this is not conspiracy

theory. The man who was charged with forming the Depository Trust … discloses that he

was a career CIA operative from the time he was a young man. So, there was a grand

strategic purpose behind this.

They've been able to do it because it has been run from the highest levels of the U.S.

government … then this construct of the securities entitlement was put into the Uniform

Commercial Code that was pushed through all 50 states — done quietly … in 1994. It took

maybe 10 years to get it done in all the states, then they changed the Bankruptcy Law in

2005.”

The bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers in 2008 — the largest commercial collapse in history  — was a

test that paved the way for global harmonization, that is, the plan to force this model in global law.

Webb continues:

“They did this through the EU, the >rst discussion in documents in the EU is in 2002. So

that's when the process was beginning then in the aftermath of the.com bust, and the EU

created something they called the legal certainty group. And again, that sounds like a good

thing.

But what they mean is legal certainty that the secured creditors will take the client assets,

and they worked at this for years, >guring out how to subvert local law. When you think

about it, rights to property is kind of a sacred thing. It's something that all people should

care about. And oddly enough, even the people participating in making this happen should

care about this in a big way.”
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Private Control of Central Banks Is a Problem

The private control of the central banks is what’s providing the power behind The Great Taking.

“When you look around the world, they are all privately controlled,” Webb says. “You are not allowed

to know, actually, who controls the Federal Reserve and how it is controlled. We know that it is

controlled somehow by a set of banks.”

The same pattern is seen in central banks around the world. “If you notice, any country that has

attempted to have a national bank is literally attacked and destroyed. They're not allowed to exist,”

Webb notes.

“It is linked with the war machine, this private control of money. The intelligence agencies, the

militaries globally would not be able to function as they are if they weren't linked with this money

creation power.”  Meanwhile, money is created out of thin air, all but ensuring a Knancial collapse:

“When we were kids, perhaps we thought that the money you borrowed from the bank is

someone else's savings that they're giving you. It's a zero sum game. I think we now know,

with the scale of the money created during the COVID period, that that is not the case. The

scale outstrips any real-world activity, and it's just created out of thin air.

So, this is the power that controls everything. They control all political parties, all

governments, all the major corporations, the media, and this was the case leading into the

20th century in this period when the velocity of money was collapsing. That is basically a

collapse of their control system.

The money is a very sophisticated control system, because it requires almost no energy

input, people are directed by chasing money incentives, but this power through chronic

overuse, when it reaches this point where no matter how much money is created, it's not

translating into actual economic growth, then it goes into a >nancial bubble.

And then you get the major collapse of the whole system. Then they must have a plan to

stay in control through that collapse, which will require physical control over people

through the reset, because the money control system has broken down.”

CBDC Rollout Will Make It DiPcult to Opt Out of the System

Central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) are one pawn in the plan to consolidate control of the

Knancial system — ultimately leading to control of the world population. These government-backed

digital currencies are issued by a central bank and promoted as digital tokens that can simplify

monetary policy and bring about convenient cashless societies.

They’re also sometimes said to be similar to cryptocurrency  due to their digital nature, but there

are important, and major, distinctions.

While cryptocurrencies are decentralized and allow anonymous transactions, CBDCs are

centralized and can track every transaction. They can also be controlled by the powers that be —

meaning all your CBDC assets could be taken away or turned off by a central power, and there’d be

nothing you could do about it.

When the Knancial collapse occurs, banking institutions will be protected and use the narrative that

they must seize all assets in order to restart the economy. According to Webb:

“They will be taken under the argument that, well, we have to save these systemically vital

institutions so that we can restart the economy again. How could we restart the economy if

they are not protected? … It's like a game of Monopoly where all of the pieces, all of the

money on the board, are pulled back to the bank, and then they say, let's start a new game.

And we'll start over from the basis that we have everything and you don't, so would you like

to borrow something?

And this is what the CBDC, the central bank, digital currency, will be. It will be very di:cult

for people to refuse to use it, because they literally won't be able to eat. They will have an

app they can download … this will be the calvary riding to the rescue, just download this

app. And you can load your phone with suit currency to allow you to go buy milk, but every

time you use that you're actually borrowing money from them.

They have you again. It will happen very fast. This will unfold in a very frightening crisis

kind of environment and people have di:culty refusing. That's why it's so important to

spread this awareness beforehand, so that people understand what is happening.”

Central Banking Should Be a Public Utility

When Silicon Valley Bank (SVB), the 16th largest in the U.S.,  collapsed in March 2023, it rattled the

markets, but this and similar bank failures in the recent past are not bank-speciKc problems.

“These are the canaries in the coal mine. This is absolutely systemic,” Webb says.  Plans dictated

that globally important banks be ready for wind down by the end of 2022. Additional planning

documents cite the end of 2023 for banks to be ready to go eat.

“These are indications to give you another idea of the seriousness of this,” Webb explains. “They've

been running these trilateral exercises with Britain and the EU and the U.S. for six of the seven past

years.”

Participants in these exercises in the U.S. include the Treasury Secretary, the Chairman of the

Federal Reserve and the chairman of the FDIC. “They're very, very serious about this. And these

exercises are about assuring the cross-border transfer of the collateral when the banks are put into

wind down. So, you've noticed in the news that there have been some failures of banks in the last

year and that is due to this increase, this backup and interest rates.”

If we can decentralize Knancial power, however, it will lead to an improved economy and future. This

is why Webb states central banking should be a public utility:

“The very idea that it should be controlled by private interests, that is the source of all the

problems for humanity, that must stop as a public utility. You know, of course, banking is a

useful thing to have. We have to realize we don't have to go back to sticks and stones, we

don't want everything burned to the ground.

We have to take back control of our society, which has largely been created by good people,

all the innovations … we just have to not allow them to control these things any longer.

So, public banking would be like a utility. Any pro>ts would be returned to the public or used

to support government. We have to have government. We have to have some way to

operate society and have roads and do things that work for society. So, anarchy and chaos,

we can't have that. So, this has to be done peacefully, it has to be done legally by another

concept.”

Solutions? Eliminate Debt and Grow Your Own Food

On a larger scale, Webb proposes that a small fee on every electronic money transfer could

generate the economic resources necessary to operate the government. “Imagine how people

would feel if they were told you don't have to Kle taxes anymore. That's all going to be handled. Just

pay a 10th of a percent on whatever electronic transfer you're doing. But the people that run this

system don't want those kinds of solutions because they would eliminate their control.”

On an individual level, you can start to break free from this system and protect your Knances by

eliminating debt:

“You have to get over this notion that you should use borrowed money to control more

stuff. They want you to do that, because when the price level falls, you won't be able to

service that debt.

So, you take advantage of this time remaining to sell things to pay off your debts. It doesn't

make sense to have money in the >nancial markets when you also have debt. There are

people I know who have sold their homes, which is a tough decision to make, and are

simply renting to make sure that they're not in debt at all.”

Beyond getting out of debt, Webb recommends investing in real things, like land and buildings, and

have an ability to produce food. You might invest in a greenhouse, plant an orchard or move to a

rural area where you can raise chickens. Any additional level of self-suhciency you can create will

offer you more protection.

To delve deeper into The Great Taking, Webb’s book can be downloaded for free at

TheGreatTaking.com.  “I've done it this way because it will make it close to zero friction so it can

spread globally. And that is really happening … This is the most important thing I can do right now,”

Webb says, is spread awareness of The Great Taking before it occurs.

Elevate your weekend with a better health routine with and weekend savings on top-selling

products. This weekend’s savings include Berberine and MicroPQQ for energy production, Vitamin

D3 to provide bone and joint comfort and our Lutein with Zeaxanthin for eye and vision health. Are

you ready for a healthy start? Shop these deals now before time runs out.
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Is it becoming clearer as to why Blackrock, Vanguard, Gates & other Billionaires have been buying up Private Homes, Rental's, Farmlands?

Why GMO plant genes are used to shut down Heirloom, Heritage Seed source operations, Amish Farms, the Organic Efforts Hijacked?

Why cash is being promoted as Old Fashioned get with the Central Bank Controlled Digital. The undermining, destruction of Mom &

Pop's? How currently some places are reporting passing laws stores Have to Accept Cash as a legal tender? Why shows, movies, articles

always paint those areas past or present who live a life in step with their area, live with the land, not off it, are ignorant, living hand to

mouth, starving.

Why so many shows, movies, articles encourage the notion in survival situations it is either one is all alone & hangs on until starvation

makes them beg to be brought back to civilization, or any group situation the people cooperate to build enough structure to survive in, but

engage in cutthroat, backstabbing, manipulation in order to be the last one left to collect the booty? Humans across the planet whether in

the best or worst of conditions did more than survive but thrived when they lived with each other & with the land, not off it. Make the

connections of Solidarity, Community, Cooperation, Mutual BeneKts Now - leave the destructive malicious cutthroat Zombie Walking Dead

Messaging behind.

Isolated, atomized, alone is their tool to control. Take stock of your area, region. Look into the history of your region - what made a good

place to live in, in the past. What were the foundational plants, animals & such in your region & bring back those building the Real Wealth.

Inventory all your survival in extreme situations gear & necessities. Know Water, dry, warm shelter are the bigger priorities, food actually

falls way lower on the list. Stock up long term though, just the same. Much, much more. The biggest thing is Be Together & actually Be

Together & Be Prepared - Not Scared!
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Yes Just, “'You'll own nothing and be happy'? “David Webb has gone through the 50-year history of all the legal constructs that

have been put in place to technically enable that to happen.” As for what the book is about, Webb summarizes in the introduction: It

is about the taking of collateral (all of it), the end game of the current globally synchronous debt accumulation super cycle. This

scheme is being executed by long-planned, intelligent design, the audacity and scope of which is dihcult for the mind to

encompass. Included are all Knancial assets and bank deposits, all stocks and bonds; and hence, all underlying property of all

public corporations, including all inventories, plant and equipment; land, mineral deposits, inventions and intellectual property.

Privately owned personal and real property Knanced with any amount of debt will likewise be taken, as will the assets of privately

owned businesses which have been Knanced with debt. If even partially successful, this will be the greatest conquest and

subjugation in world history. It is clear that there are not suhcient guarantees anywhere to satisfy all the resulting claims. Most

derivatives now involve interest rate swaps and interest rates have skyrocketed. The bubble seems about to burst. Who were the

intrepid counterparties who signed up to take the other side of these risky derivatives bets?

At Krst they were banks, led by four megabanks: JP Morgan Chase, Citibank, Goldman Sachs and Bank of America. According to a

book The Great Taking, by David Rogers Webb, the counterparty risk in all of these bets is ultimately borne by an entity called the

Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation (DTCC), through its nominee Cede & Co, which is the owner. registered of all our stocks,

bonds, digitized securities, mortgages and more; and is severely undercapitalized, with capital of only $3.5 billion, clearly

insuhcient to satisfy all potential derivative claims.
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Webb believes this is intentional. What happens if the DTCC goes bankrupt? Under the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and

Consumer Protection Act (BAPCPA) of 2005, derivatives have "super priority" in bankruptcy. Then we have the decoupling process

to establish “legal certainty” that the “anointed” creditors could keep everything, modifying the UCC in all 50 states. This was done

quietly for many years, without an act of Congress. The key facts, Webb notes, are as follows (at the link). Where to keep your

personal money? “Large derivatives banks are risky, and Webb believes that credit unions and smaller banks will go down with the

market if there is a general collapse, as occurred in the Great Depression.

Gold and silver are good but dihcult to spend on groceries. It's important to have some cash on hand for emergencies, as is

growing your own food if you have space for a garden. Short-term Treasury bonds purchased directly from the government at

Treasury Direct could be the safest savings option, assuming the government doesn't end up bankrupt. In the meantime, we need

to design an alternative Knancial system that is equitable and sustainable.

Promising components could include publicly owned banks, commodity-backed community cryptocurrencies, a land value tax, and

a Knancial transactions tax. A neoliberal and Knancialized economy like the one we have today produces little and leaves workers

in debt. Goods and services are produced by the “real” economy; Finance is just superstructure. Derivatives no longer produce

even the value for which they were originally conceived. A healthy and lasting economy must produce real things and exchange

them fairly for the wages earned by work.” www.globalresearch.ca/.../5834686  (11/27/2023)
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You Will Own Nothing and You Will Be Happy becoming clearer all the time means you will have been Depopulated and deKnitely

own nothing, or one of those few left still 'populating' will be trying to imagine what happiness is as they hopefully serve their

master's well enough to get Ze Bug and Worm Gruel.
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Just, this is also the Knancial world of billionaires. The Soros family has so much money that they can drive change in government

as well as non-proKt areas, author Darrell West said. “The downside is that a lot of wealthy individuals focus not just on problems

but they often have a favored solution.” As James Corbett said, George Soros is a billionaire Knancier, political meddler, and

population control advocate.The 30-plus-year-old Open Society Foundations, created by billionaire hedge fund manager George

Soros to create and strengthen democratic, open societies around the world, is undergoing a major reorganization that has led to

mass staff layoffs and ohce closures. . The Soros family obviously wields quite considerable ineuence in the development world

and the world in general.
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The Great Taking: How the Banksters Plan to Steal Everything
From Everyone
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola

The Great Taking is described by former hedge fund manager David Webb as a system put in place by central bankers to take everything,

from everyone



This planned conKscation of global securities assets deserves the title of “greatest crime ever contemplated”

Although the plan is decades in the making, Webb details signs that indicate it may be coming to fruition soon — if nothing is done to stop it

The Great Taking is a carefully orchestrated construct, but one that has legal underpinnings and support from the CIA and upper echelons of

government, dating back to the 1960s



The best ways to protect yourself include eliminating debt, investing in real things like land and having an ability to produce your own food
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"They have so much money that they can donate, that they can drive change in the government as well as in nonproKt areas," says

Darrell West, who examined the political and philanthropic work of George Soros in his book 'Billionaires: Reeections on the.'

Although Soros is of Jewish lineage, he began by deceiving Jews in Hungary while working for the Gestapo, the political police of

Nazi Germany, so that they could conKscate Jewish belongings. You can watch Corbett's full report below, in the link:.

expose-news.com/2023/12/28/george-soros-has-so-much-money-he-can/?cmid..  (12/28/2023 )
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The Great Taking - The Great Reset...a Difference without a Distinction.
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What about BRICs, is this a distraction or are others pushing for self preservation, pole position, or both?
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Yes Just, a coneictive horizon, where the good intentions that are promulgated have a dubious future. Brazil, Russia, India, China

and South Africa were for years among the world's fastest-growing emerging market economies. This was due to low labor costs,

favorable demographics, and abundant natural resources at a time of a global commodities boom. The BRICS countries are Brazil,

Russia, India, China and South Africa. In 2023, the group invited Argentina, Ethiopia, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Egypt and the United Arab

Emirates to join. Full membership is expected to be granted from January 1, 2024.

The group has a set of joint priorities including: 1) Work to resolve regional problems, such as the Iranian nuclear program and the

coneicts in Libya, Syria and Afghanistan. 2) Establishment of the BRICS Interbank Cooperation Mechanism 3) The establishment

of the BRICS Parliamentary Forum, which is designed to "strengthen and promote contacts at the leadership level of chambers,

committees and groups of parliamentarians." This body is responsible for interparliamentary exchanges and consultations along

with the development of new interparliamentary cooperation mechanisms.

The Goldman Sachs thesis did not suggest that these countries would become a political alliance like the European Union (EU) or

even a formal trade association. Instead, the investment banking Krm believed that these countries had the potential to form a

powerful economic bloc, even as it acknowledged that its forecasts were optimistic and depended on important political

assumptions. Still, the implication was that economic power would bring political power, and in fact, the leaders of the BRICS

countries regularly attended summits together and often acted in concert with each other's interests.
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Goldman Sachs noted that while global gross domestic product (GDP) was expected to increase by 1.7% in 2002, the BRIC nations

were forecast to grow faster than the Group of Seven (G7). The BRICS were created by Goldman Sachs as an analytical grouping of

emerging market countries that experienced strong economic growth and were poised to dominate the global economy by 2050.

These countries now operate as an informal organization seeking to strengthen economic ties with each other.

www.investopedia.com/.../brics.asp.----  www.ipea.gov.br/.../learn-about-brics.html.---  economictimes.indiatimes.com/.../brics.---

 A perspective: Trade between India and Russia surpassed $50 billion this year, Indian Foreign Minister Subrahmanyam Jaishankar

said, setting a new record by an astronomical amount.

It comes as the giants of South Asia and Eurasia deepen their ties despite signiKcant attempts by Washington to prevent it. “There

is an X factor when it comes to the relationship between India and Russia, which has remained good and has improved into a

Special and Privileged Strategic Partnership. I signed an agreement with Minister Manturov for future units of the Kudankulam

nuclear power project in Tamil Nadu.

Bilateral trade between India and Russia can increase from the current $50 billion to $100 billion in the coming years,” Jaishankar

said. Trade with Russia was previously between 12 and 14 billion dollars. “Our relationship with Russia has been stable over the

past decades, as leaders have taken care to nurture it and there are strong people-to-people connections between our two nations.

“We support Russia in its BRICS presidency and will continue to be its partner,” India’s top diplomat added.

www.globalresearch.ca/washington-fails-deter-india-russia-ties-trade-e..  (12/28/2023)
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The U.S. government HAS been bankrupt SINCE 1933. They have never exited it. All "titles"- land, homes, vehicles, etc. have been

conKscated from the beginning to administer the bankruptcy. Look at your car papers. They do not state "Title". They state

CERTIFICATE of title. You own very little now. Think you own real estate free and clear? Try owing $1 in property taxes. "Your"

property will be conKscated since you only have a Feudal (kings certiKcate) title, not an allodial (true, clear) title. I see zero chance

of people Kghting this. People are so cowardly they wore face diapers only due to a proclamation (mandate). You can try to keep

using cash but when it is declared illegal, people will be too afraid to accept it for goods and services. It will become as worthless

as the paper it is printed on. Even if a few accept it, it will physically wear out after no more is printed. This will not end well. I'm not

a doom and gloomer, simply a realist.
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brian - Exactly! That's why this statement by Webb makes no sense. "So, public banking would be like a utility. Any proKts would be

returned to the public or used to support government. We have to have government. We have to have some way to operate society

and have roads and do things that work for society. So, anarchy and chaos, we can't have that. So, this has to be done peacefully, it

has to be done legally by another concept.” When has the gubberment ever done anything right? It allowed the current dark

paradigm to come into existence.

Why should I place any more trust in it? And who says anarchy and chaos will take over if there is no government? Please cite

some historical examples. There are many historical examples of Spontaneous Order coming out of governmental collapse.

People tend to self organize on a local basis after war or Knancial collapse. I see no need for gubberment meddling in that. “You

never change things by Kghting the existing reality. To change something, build a new model that makes the existing model

obsolete.” Buckminster Fuller
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Krofter, you are so correct. People think they can't survive without others ruling over them and doing their thinking for them. The

world's people have NEVER been so DIVIDED. That permits total control and slavery. The only glimmer of hope is organize and live

locally. However, how can you ever trust greedy, scared, foolish people?
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But we gotta have them rulers, them kings, them enslavers, we absolutely, unequivocally MUST have them..They are soooo much

better than the original ruler..Ah lordie we reap what we sow...
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"Destroying America will be the culmination of my life's work." -- George Soros said gleefully. Three of the domestic enemies of the

state are Barack Obama, the puppet master, AKA Barry Soetoro, George Soros, the money changer and their puppet, Joe Biden.

Biden plays the toadie fool willing to be in front of the cameras with nothing of substance to say as long as he can take orders and

moonlight with his family in ineuence peddling. He doesn't grieve much for he knows his party owns every agency needed to keep

him in business while Big Media and Big Tech protect them. These three demons ey our eag while with beamed expression do

their diligence to destroy everything our nation stands for.

How was it possible in just over two years to witness what we have seen at the White House, our borders, in libraries, classrooms,

school board meetings, corporate board rooms, in our military, on eag poles, and small town hall meetings everywhere.

Considering the planning and prep work, it was made easier by reason of decades of the intentional assault on the family,

Christianity, the dissolving of our borders, the constant attacks of racism by Obama on Americans who were long ago over the

racism issue, but were now being told what terrible people they are.

Did I mention the rise in crime, homicides up by upwards of 50% since just 2019? Make no mistake, they are destroying our

country. In America, the three perps are the stars of the show. They are getting their orders from the globalist cabal and carrying

them out with glee. They only have a few short years to deliver America to their masters. The Knal assault is in the works...the Kx is

in. Anyone who thinks the 2024 election will be an honest one knows nothing of who we are dealing with. They are on time and

probably on budget. Canada Free Press written in June 2023
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I own nothing now and I am very happy. Oh wait - I have my Roadtrek class B motorhome and bullion.
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Krofter- Good ol' Bucky! : )
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You already do not own any real estate, home, etc., even if it's debt free. Don't believe me? Try not paying your property taxes. You are

simply renting it from the government.
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So true!
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Yup, and boom goes the dynamite.
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I live in Yucatan, Mexico. Here if you don't pay your property taxes for 10 years the government gives the owner 2 years to make

payments. No interest on the past dye taxes are accrued. Once a person turns 60 years old and unable to pay taxes...the amount

us added to the bill. Payable by ones heirs upon title transfer. Real compassion in Mexico. A Gid fearing country. By the way...our

taxes on a 1800 square ft. Casa with pool is 48$ USD per year. Mexican people will not put up with the crap happening in America.

God,Family and Health. Here's to a great 2024!!! Viva Yucatan, Mexico
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Sanbruno69, I think I want to move to Mexico.
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For us in France, there is more to the plan. In the name of global warming, the government has implemented a classiKcation of energetic

performance of homes, ranging from A (almost impossible to get) to G. Apparently, half of Paris' beautiful old buildings fall into the F and

G categories, which are being phased out. It is illegal to rent out an appartment with a G grade and the Fs will follow suit next year. And

then the Es and the Ds. Another plan under consideratation is to take the land from their owners, so that the state will now own it, and the

person living on it in a house will have to pay tax...

for the land it once owned! In other words, even the option of having one's own property is challenging. I'm sure the retirement pensions,

which are already meager even for people with proper careers will be scraped to the bone. So it will be dihcult to pay these new taxes.

Not to mention the upkeep of buildings. We all need to learn to eat what nature provides naturally around us, plants, weeds, roots. That, of

course, will not apply to city-dwellers.
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For whatever reason it seems like European countries tend to give in to the globalist tyranny more quickly and easily than the US.

The ideal, peaceful way out of this mess is for enough people to become aware of the precarious predicament that they're in and

vote accordingly. In reality, it boils down to being an information war, and it's dihcult, if not impossible, to win the information war.

Many people are not discerning and fall for the propaganda of the powers that be. Then the voting process itself can be/is

subverted. In the end, it's like we're in a big pressure cooker that eventually reaches a boiling point that leads to revolution/societal

chaos.
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Jeabea that classiKcation is a joke and everyone knows it - all it's about is selling double glazing and VMCs. This is all about a war

of nerves - that same government has declared nuclear power a green renewable - that's an even bigger joke. They also made up

their own acceptable level of nitrates in tap water because they couldn't get the levels down due to intensive farming and leachate

into rivers and why we have green beaches and dogs and horses keeling over on the shore. It reminds me of that old Groucho Marx

joke 'who are you going to believe, me or your own eyes'. As de Gaulle said 'how can you govern a country that has 246 varieties of

cheese'.

The latest estimation is 1,600 by the way so seemingly governance has an even bigger task. During covid they issued a

proclamation that you couldn't travel further than 1.5kms - so that was great for Paris but in the country there are no shops that

near. They also classed certain shops as unnecessary - again that didn't include most of the things country people needed like

straw and fodder and blacksmiths and the curfew was about people not going out for aperitifs - yeah because that's what everyone

does.... It's all a game.
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this earth and everything in it are only temporal , while there is still time, make investments in and decisions to prepare yourself for where

you will spend eternity once this sin sick world has passed away
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When an individual " translates ", they move to a new state of reality. Many , after NDEs describe such experiences.Some very well

established individuals..such as ex neuro surgeon, Eben Alexander give precise descriptions of such realities. These are the same planes

which stimulate different idealisms/ philosophies intuitively. Applies also to technical progress which we ALL take for granted. There are

always visionaries at work, such as da Vinci, Tesla and Oppenheimer.( could well be called " seers ").

As with all such progress, some seers have speciKc agendas...not always for the good of the whole. That is all part of the binary

mind...so called + or - thinking. Fact is, these aspects are parts of the " sum of the whole ", and why some can predict accurately. All

expanding perfectly. There comes a time where one plane experiences a paradigm shift to the next level...in a similar way as happens to

the individual. This is such a time, and the so called movers and shakers are just pawns in the game. Happy New Reality.....
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I Kgured I'd help spread some of the daily sunshine appearing on this site. I grew up on a 300-acre dairy, beef and egg farm, so I feel

qualiKed to comment here. Regarding the comments on growing your own food. It's obvious not many have a clue as to what is required

to support that ideal. Assuming you even know how to grow plants other than weeds, thistles, crab apple and blackberry thickets, start

with about 20 to 50 acres of good soil with buildings, animals, storage, power equipment, and are knowledgeable in packaging, and

preserving, crop rotation, laying sections fallow every 7-years, when to add lime, ad inKmum. Supplant that with 100% of your time 24/7

because you are now married to the soil and the unknown future.

Next, consider one annual rain shortfall or destructive storm that wipes out a part, half or all of your crops, some animals, stocked feeds,

grains or some buildings. Now what? If you think that a backyard garden will feed you, it might - assuming all your corps produce as

expected - you'll need about half an acre for just for your vegetables to see you through for a single year. Have a family to feed? Make that

an acre. Better pay off all your debts, quit your day job and get started. You're wasting daylight. Have a nice day and a promising, sunny

future.
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@dfarritch, Thanks for delivering a dope-slap of reality to the "grow all of your own food" dreamers. Last summer, near my

hometown, lightning from a thunderstorm set a dairy farmer's barn and brick house on Kre. The barn, except for the silo, was

completely destroyed, and the house gutted. Fortunately, he didn't lose any cows. Given how farmers receive government subsides

and government insurance coverage--100% funded by tax-theft (legalized theft, but theft nonetheless)--an arrangement to which I

am rightly completely opposed, both on economic and moral grounds, I presume--in all likelihood correctly--that that farmer

received funds from the state and federal government to cover the cost of building a new barn (now in progress), and restoring his

house.

The division of labor, a feature of a free market economy, and quite adequately ehcient in producing goods and services to meet

consumer demand--that is, when government operators don't mess with it--is everyone's ally. Rely on those with years of

experience and hard-won expertise, like farmers, to produce what you desire or need while you do what you are able on your own.
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This is correct. You basically become "an ant" because being self-reliant and out of "their system" will be labor intensive (just as in

those good ole "golden days" of the pioneers) except now, not only will you face the inevitable natural storms, blight and insects

but will have to deal with DEWs, genetically altered mosquitoes, ticks and eeas and heavy metals in the rain/soil (therefore in your

food and in YOU) and consequently frequency sickness. Then there is the problem of other people trying to bribe you for your

back-breaking efforts to survive. People who have planned and prepared for this will not last past 2 years when it begins but at

least it will be an eye-opening time for everyone to decide where they will stand...with the evil or with The Good.
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Hello, What you are saying isn't the only way to go about growing your own food supply. A family unit does not need 20 to 50 acres

of land. You can grow enough food foe a small family and small farm animals on less than 2 acres. And you don't need to do all the

crop rotation, soil amendments, or worry about packaging anything as if for sale. There is the "wood chip" method of gardening,

otherwise known as the Garden of Eden method that Paul Gautschi came up with. It works, and I speak from experience. Canning

and preserving food isn't that hard either... at least not right now when we still have electric and gas. Once that goes away, this all

changes.

But for now, learn the basics of the way they used to do things. Research alternative methods to gardening that actually help

generate better soil, not what we have come to call farming which kills the soil. Some of the methods of gardening like the wood

chip method don't require lots of rainfall or watering. I do agree with you on paying off all your debts... but get real, most

Americans can't pay off 1 small debt without incurring another, let alone all their debts, hence the plan from the beginning. When

they say you will "own nothing and be happy," I believe this is what they are referencing. This massive weight of debt many of us

carry.

Once the debt is gone, it may seem like a blessing in disguise... until they show up to take all you have, stick you in a room the size

of a shipping container, and tell you to rent whatever you want, but be good and comply, or else you won't have any funds to rent

anything with. The best bet is to get right with the Lord Jesus as this world is coming to its close. People thinking they are going to

Kght what's coming, or do their best to hold out in hideout as the world collapses around them are only fooling themselves. The

end has been declared. It is at the door. Call on the name of the Lord before the door to that ship closes.
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Just curious as how a car dealer can use a car he sold and I paid for in cash and the title is in my name yet he can use that car as

collateral for future loans. Banks will let a car dealer put up as collateral cars that have been sold and title transferred? I Knd that very had

to believe. It's kind of like the trial against Trump in NY, stating that he over stated his assets to get a loan. I can't imagine that a bank will

let me put my house, for which I paid 150,000, up for collateral and I can tell the bank that it's worth 2,000,000 and secure a loan for

500,000 and they would be stupid enough to make the loan based on my value of the collateral I'm putting up.
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The car dealer was only an analogy. Banks create mortgages out of thin air. The origin of the term mortgage is "death" They never

have a risk no matter what they attempt.
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AntoniaG
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Completely agree im4itnow. Voiced my thoughts and questions exactly.
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RJC2001
Joined On 10/25/2011 6:36:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If this is in fact true, and it may very well be, getting out of debt isn't really going to help, because they can seize your property

anyway!
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Joined On 8/7/2023 9:11:36 AM
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Money that is circulated throughout the world has always come from the Alpha system. The globalists/cabal (i.e. CIA/FRB/Treasury of

every country) can 'print' money but it must be tied to assets or the money becomes worthless. No 'new' money has come from the Alpha

system since 2020. The cabal is on 'borrowed' time as they have run out of money. They have been printing money but it's just bringing

down the value of every currency. Normally they use a majority of this $$$ to fund their assaults against humanity (wars, viruses, vax

agendas, 'natural' disasters, weather mod, etc.) The globalists are losing everything and their time is almost up for world dominance.

Contrary to all the fear-porn being spewed by the Patriot movement (which is ultimately led by the cabal at the very top)...the globalists

are almost done. All their plans of global WWIII failed...the most they could do is skirmishes as wars require trillions of dollars they don't

have. Regarding CBDCs...they cannot launch this either because (a) they don't have the computing power to process quadrillions of

transactions worldwide (b) they don't have the money to fund it and (c) it would take a decade just to switch out the millions of

point-of-sales machines worldwide to accept CBDC Haven't you noticed that each time the Patriot movement puts out another Chicken

Little "The Sky Is Falling" warning....N O T H I N G H A P P E N S Let's see...10 days of darkness - didn't happen.

Emergency alert system sending messages out- didn't happen. NESARA/GESARA...didn't happen. Ring of Fire - didn't happen. Everyone

dies of the 'virus' - didn't happen. Major earthquakes, eoods - didn't happen. They are trying really hard for Armeggedon, but their plans

require $$$ they don't have.. Q-clock? they have to keep resetting it (LOL) As far as them taking our stuff (it won't happen). We are now in

a new era of LIGHT. Check out Kim Goguen: rumble.com/v442kwc-29-dec-23-news.html
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Joined On 1/18/2021 3:17:30 PM
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What happens with the FDIC up to $250k per account? Are credit unions safer than a local bank? Should I cash in all investments and own

no stocks? Should I not have money in a bank at all? What will happen to paper money? But how when more places don’t accept cash,

only credit cards. Which are already digital currency IMO. I rarely use a credit card, only to buy a good that allows me consumer protection

to return it or to dispute if it fails but not for everyday life. I have no debt nor does my business. I do have major holdings in a large

investment house and a 401k and IRAs. What about them? I have an acre to farm but cannot have livestock as of now due to HOA which

in an apocalyptic scenario who will care about paper rules.  What if the sky is really falling? I’d like some sane and targeted advice to plan

next steps beyond have no debt and grow food. I think I’ll need a bigger safe, depending on the answers!
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Freedomofchoice1
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Mr Webb also says: " if nothing is done to stop it. If and when that occurs, it would result in complete subjugation of humanity.

Unfortunately this and some other sites that brings not only current news and health info on how to stay healthy is also many time

bringing real disturbing news... that really is not helping people to stay healthy or SANE>>> "if nothing is done" nobody explains how the

ordinary person is supposed to stop it??? and the result is really just another nightmare... just add it on to the lies and threats mandates

etc of the last years>>>> WE ordinary people need positive reports on HOW to survive this, and yes already grow most of our F&V incl

poultry BUT...... still plenty we humans need to survive.... unless we go veg only!!... and hope we have a like minded neighbour to batter /

exchange food with? LONG term.... does not look good???
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I've been thinking this all along. Someone, please tell us what actions to take to prevent this evil. I'll do what I can, but I currently

feel helpless.
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@ Freedomofchoice1 Agreed! I have a mortgage, does this mean they will take my house? This is so stressful, we cannot stay

sane reading this. I think I will stop reading- whatever happens happens.
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IMO It beings with awareness and asking questions.  Do you understand the game? This centuries old, ongoing, and relentless

transfer of wealth and capital from the “working class” (creators of wealth) to the “ruling/protected class - the institutions of

generational wealth, capital, and power.”  (this statement is nuanced, lots of gray areas) This transfer is facilitated by; debt

creation, interest payments, ineation, shrinkeation, taxes, rents, insurance, market manipulation, administrative laws, license fees,

distractions (bread & circuses), and war/coneicts. It’s facilitated by the political class.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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If understood correctly, it may just be your bank may have your house listed as part of their assets used as your Collateral even if

the loans are for other things, most deKnitely your savings as they are used to loan out other loans. Kinda boils down to this

Reader's Digest version - in general your Assets are their Debt; Your Debt is their Asset. (It's why those who pay off their Credit

Card each month are called Deadbeats by the industry. They lose interest, hence the Dark Humor.) bfr27915 spot on!
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM
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Use cash!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where to keep your personal money? According to Webb. “Large derivatives banks are risky, and Webb believes that credit unions

and smaller banks will go down with the market if there is a general collapse, as occurred in the Great Depression. Gold and silver

are good but dihcult to spend on groceries. It's important to have some cash on hand for emergencies, as is growing your own

food if you have space for a garden. Short-term Treasury bonds purchased directly from the government at Treasury Direct could

be the safest savings option, assuming the government doesn't end up bankrupt. In the meantime, we need to design an

alternative Knancial system that is equitable and sustainable.

Promising components could include publicly owned banks, commodity-backed community cryptocurrencies, a land value tax, and

a Knancial transactions tax. A neoliberal and Knancialized economy like the one we have today produces little and leaves workers

in debt. Goods and services are produced by the “real” economy; Finance is just superstructure. Derivatives no longer produce

even the value for which they were originally conceived. A healthy and lasting economy must produce real things and exchange

them fairly for the wages earned by work.”
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM
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Zin even if you DON'T have a mortgage, they can come in and take anything they want at ANYTIME, your house, car, bicycle, your

dog and anything they so desire... To put it blunt we own NOTHING, we are mere renters and squatters.. Enjoy what's left of this

crooked world...
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM
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The whole point of this exercise is to make people fearful and panicky and thus unable to think. Webb's point about the Depression

was very interesting, in that he says that people living self-suhciently outside the cities didn't even notice it was going on. That is

also my guess why they want you in cities. We made our plans in 2000 and got out, sold up and downsized to a ruined 300 year old

house with a small enclosed Keld but slowly over the years this has been built around with people selling off their gardens for more

houses. So now it feels too restrictive and also we don't have a well, so we're thinking of selling up and moving to a bigger plot with

water (lake) and maybe even putting a barge on the water and a smaller boat for the chickens!

This is the time you need to be creative because the Krst thing that is going, according to the other Webb - Whitney, is the internet -

so get everything you'll need to help you - like how to build a tiny house or store water or make a bicycle washing machine

downloaded now! Buy some physical self-help books, some seeds and hone your skills so you can swap your labour for what you

need or can't supply yourself. People in general are neither destructive nor uncaring, it's the so-called elite that want to make you

think they are so.

My poultry live in 1000 square meters of forest garden in Kve separate areas they have worked out for themselves - they cross and

recross territories, sometimes there is a little friction but not often, they also forage and hunt for a lot of their own food. If the so

called 'birdbrained' can do it and work out a plan to live in harmony - then I am sure we humans can. Don't be in despair, that's what

the end game is, not that they win but that you give in - everyone on here has a good brain and good heart - use them!
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Joined On 1/30/2015 7:52:19 PM
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Freedomofchoice1 there is one way of escape that most people even on this site don't realize or believe. This is all end-time

prophecy from the bible being fulKlled Revelation 13 states the one-world ruler will control the monetary system and cause

everyone to take the mark of the Beast if they want to buy or sell anything. Believing on the Lord Jesus Christ as your Savior is the

ONLY way to escape this take-over some will become believers during this horriKc '7-year tribulation' they will likely be killed by the

Anti-Christ. Christians now will be taken up into heaven to be with the Lord before the one-world ruler takes over. NOW is the time

to become a believer in Christ and the bible if there ever was a time to become one. :)
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So you are starting to wake up, but still hoping that snoozing and thumb-sucking will allow easy survival. You DO need to know

what to do. 1. Look up CSPOA and join them. 2. Stock food, water, unreKned sea salt, needed clothes, tp, etc. 3. Get some junk

silver, other pm, a small home stash of greenbacks, etc. 3. Start studying your local politics. Make friends at this point, not

enemies. 4. Pursue information that contradicts what you "know" to be true. Much is nonsense, and some will be important new

understanding. 5. Grow a garden, and maybe chickens, rabbits, pigs. 6. Make friends with your neighbors, church people, maybe

join a club or two. Friends are survival. ~~~~~~The long-term future looks VERY good indeed. Humans have trashed the

biosphere, creating enormous deserts. We are now learning perennials, permaculture, food forests, biodynamic agriculture, etc. to

restore vitality. This is a fun and beautiful future. And tasty.
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Juststeve, even if a person pays his credit card off each month, the credit card company gets a percent of each sale, 1-2.5%. They

get a proKt, just not as much as they would if the person left a balance and paid over time.
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NilaDva
Joined On 11/12/2012 2:51:31 PM
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There are so many brilliant people on this forum like Guillermo and juststeve. What if we likeminded souls banded together our

knowledge and resources and formed our own banking system?
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RJC2001
Joined On 10/25/2011 6:36:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It would be banned by government in a heartbeat!
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mcmckee41
Joined On 4/24/2013 6:08:35 AM
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There will be blood. Those with serious guns are not going to stand by peacefully while starving.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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We shall see. Our forefathers staged a revolution due to a 3% tax on tea. We are indirectly taxed 50% on all "money" with nary a

whimper so far. Always all talk and no action.
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Joined On 4/9/2011 6:46:35 PM
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@brianallen1 Our forefathers weren't subjugated to the 24x7 highly sophisticated and reKned mind control/propaganda that

Americans are subject to today. Huxley got it right in Brave New World where he predicted that we would be paciKed by drugs and

entertainments (sports, pornography) and that we would desire and embrace our slavery.
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Joined On 2/7/2012 7:24:29 PM
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Webb says banks will fail and all the assets they own will disappear with them. If you have a mortgage, the bank owns your house, so you

will lose it. If that is the case, how is buying buildings a solution? Most working people can’t afford to buy property without borrowing.

Bottom line, no viable solutions are being offered, only fear mongering. People need to get together and, like Ghandi said, be the change

they want to see. Truth, Freedom, Health dot com is where that change is growing and by everyday working people, not top down.
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my_RNA_DNA
Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM
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We have had numerous warnings about this calamity or that and the solutions are found wanting and impractical. Apparently, the great

taking will not apply to the top 2-3%. How is that going to work? My $200,000 stock portfolio is reduced to rubble and the other guy's

$200 million stock investment remains untouched? Granted, the Knancial system is teetering on the brink, but that has been decades in

the making. Perhaps the underground economy, and there will be one, will still value cash.
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brianallen1
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How will cash be valued if it is no longer printed?
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Segstar
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When everything goes digital, cash will be totally useless ..You won't be able to use it to buy anything, no one will be able to...
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mky4735
Joined On 2/19/2022 6:34:19 PM
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Meh. I've been seeing this type of hysteric doom and gloom for decades from all different sources. There are grains of truth in this but

only grains...the rest is fear-mongering and speculation. There are multiple odd statements in the article some of which have been

pointed out. One that caught my eye...why would someone sell their house and rent? Whoever they rent from owns the house so...?

They'd have been better off paying off their mortgage and keeping their property taxes up to date. The title issue was the best thing in

this article and that is an eye-opener. My advice...take whatever advice you can implement but keep a positive attitude and maintain a

connection to your creator, source, etc. People ruin their lives "prepping" for disasters that may never come or if they do happen in such a

surprising and different way that they are not as prepared as they thought.
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Segstar
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And who are the bankers reporting to? We have to keep on drilling and digging to Knd the TRUTH, to get to the ROOT, or the heart of the

matter..I am often reminded of the man who said to God, " if you are here there and everywhere, why are you not fulKlling my wishes.". The

Lord said to him "my child i am like WIFI , I am everywhere but you need to connect with me using the right password." The password my

child is FAITH. As He also said "what does it proKt a man to gain the world and lose his Soul." The way i see it these times we're living in is

probably worse than Sodom and Gomorrah..Keep the faith, try not to despair, in the end all that's wrong will be righted...
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I'm not doubting something like this could happen, but the form stated is too illogical.  The taking of a vehicle, for example, because the

dealer who sold it had debt.  The dealer was entitled by the prevailing law to sell that vehicle and provide clear title to it.  If those laws are

summarily changed, historically legal transactions would not become void.  The second amendment would be exercised should that be

attempted.
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Joined On 7/31/2009 10:47:11 AM
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Another method they will use is government debt. Do NOT vote for any bond. Not for schools, hospitals, roads, sewer plants, water

treatment, pensions, etc. Every city, school district, county and state are on a continuous round of borrowing more money to pay the

interest on debt they already owe. Where did it all go? Once those bonds are approved, it comes out of your property tax bill, and they do

not care how high it goes, you will pay it or lose your property, no matter if you paid cash or paid it off after 30 years. All of their pensions

are unfunded so they HAVE to keep borrowing from taxpayers to cover it up.
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one8280
Joined On 10/20/2021 7:26:54 AM
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" this will be the calvary riding to the rescue..." I do believe you meant "Cavalry."
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Lollieme
Joined On 10/11/2008 10:39:41 AM
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Calvary is the only sure thing to trust!
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Calvary is the only sure thing to trust!
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reading "The Great Taking" a 2nd time (so much to understand). Some context - US Debt Clock https://www.usdebtclock.org/   Debt is

one aspect of the situation, but what "leverage" is in the market and at what "risk?"

www.visualcapitalist.com/all-of-the-worlds-money-and-markets-in-one-vi..   Does the "ruling/protected" class care, do they have an "end

game?"
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More context. In 2002, mega-investor Warren Buffett wrote that derivatives were “Knancial weapons of mass destruction.” At that

time, its total “notional” value (the value of the underlying assets from which the “derivatives” were “derived”) was estimated at

$56 trillion. Investopedia reported in May 2022 that the derivatives bubble had reached an estimated $600 trillion according to the

Bank for International Settlements (BIS), and that the total is often estimated at more than $1 trillion. No one knows for sure,

because most transactions are done privately.

As of the third quarter of 2022, according to the “Quarterly Report on Banking and Derivatives Activities” from the Ohce of the

Comptroller of the Currency (the federal banking regulator), a total of 1,211 national and state commercial banks and thrifts The

US were insured. The associations had derivatives, but 88.6% of them were concentrated in just four large banks: JP Morgan

Chase ($54.3 billion), Goldman Sachs ($51 billion), Citibank ($46 billion), Bank of America ($21.6 billion), followed by Wells Fargo.

(12.2 billion dollars). A complete list is here. www.usbanklocations.com/.../derivatives.html  The original purpose of derivatives

was to help farmers and other producers manage the risks of dramatic changes in commodity markets. But in recent times they

have become powerful vehicles for leveraged speculation (borrowing to gamble). But the risk is still there and if the counterparty

cannot pay, both parties lose. In “systemically important” situations, the government ends up footing the bill.

www.globalresearch.ca/looming-quadrillion-dollar-derivatives-tsunami/5..
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Joined On 3/31/2014 8:39:38 PM
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When you abide a law, you unwillingly give power to and increase the power of the lawmaker. And then the laws keeps on growing, keeps

on restricting your freedom more and more, and put the lawmaker in position of power. It's as simple as that. Stop playing the game.

Laws are idiotic. Any animal or individual with common sense, adapts to the situation and comes up with a fair response. Laws are made

to remove your humanity, freedom and morality and follow laws like a robot. A big problem is the sheeple are told from a young age that

law equals morality, which is a big lie, and then they scare you with improbable scenarios to make you not question the law, just like they

put the guilt on you if you dare question their unjustiKed authority.

People have a brain and a hart. Animals too. Nature too. Wild tribes don't live in complete chaos nor evil. On the contrary, they thrive.

Because humanity is made to cooperate. The lawmakers put us in a state of permanent competition where one's victory means another

one's loss.

That's not healthy, that's not cooperation, it makes us all enemies and gives the lawmaker its power, based on division and lies. People are

good and nature is good. The 'eaws' are misunderstood and misrepresented survival mechanisms. We've survived cooperatively with no

laws like forever. Laws (just like organized religion imo) are a building block of globalism and we all know where that leads to... We've

been taken out of our natural hierarchy, where the idiots listens to the wise, the strong protect the weak, the experienced teach the young,

the caretakers really take care etc.

They took us out of that functional natural order under the premise of 'equality' while nobody is equal, we all have individual talents by

design to make the group stronger. We are all equal in worth. Strangely, 'the system' does exactly the opposite: putting idiots in charge of

matters they don't care about, making the strong weak, labeling experience as obsolete etc. Laws lie.
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EXCELLENT.
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It saddens me to say that I believe Dr. Mercola, like so many others, is caught up in an attempt to keep people in a constant state of fear.

It has become very clear in recent years that our emotional health plays a signiKcant role in our physical health. In order to heal, people

need to get out of the Sympathetic (Kght/eight) and into the Parasympathetic (rest/digest). I'm sure his intentions are good but he is

missing the wider perspective by insisting on pushing against "their" agenda with fear mongering of his own. All the health products in

the world are useless without the body attempting to heal itself and that Krst and foremost requires a person to feel safe and empowered.

I appreciate all that he does, but wish that he could present his information from a higher perspective.
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You make a good point, BUT we need to be informed, also. To refuse to know the truth is not helpful. Instead, have the courage to

know the truth without fear. Mind is important!
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Even years before the plandemic I had to take breaks because I was overwhelmed with the knowledge of all the bad food and how

it is killing us. Trying to eat well was too stressful because I was so freaked out that I might eat one kernel of GMO corn in a meal

prepared by a friend. It was not worth the stress of missing out on community. I think that it would be nice if he ended each dooms

day article with a minute long video from someone who can help us not despair and remind us that we ARE going to win.
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I struggle with perspective too. Constantly. And after reading this article, I feel like a grain of sand caught in a tsunami. The buying-up of

real-estate and land by the rich and powerful scares me the most. The digital currency coming into play makes me think of how our

society moved from bartering for goods and services to the dollar bill. The idea of a "token economy" using digital currency reminds me

of how FICO scores are used to determine one's interest rate on a credit card, and/or as a deterrent to being qualiKed a "safe" risk when

say, wanting to rent an apartment, etc.

And the Points! Everything purchased with credit is tied to points..much like little children earning stars for good/wanted behavior. Well, it

is obviously going to get intense this coming year. I'm glad to see Dr. M staying strong. I wish more, many more, could see thru the

propaganda but the machines are powerful. Even my old friends of 30 years who have always been active "radicals" pushing back against

corporate power can't discern the truth about the vaccines or the takeover. Now they relate to me as if I have two heads. No bother. I

ignore them and continue to do what I do: stockpile food and secure animal meat and water.

When I look outside of corporate control I see a country of abundance. There are many in rural communities with clean organic animal

meat for sale. There are also farmstands full with fresh fruits and vegetables. Find them, get to know their like-minded neigbors who

might have other offerings. Then gather the food and preserve, preserve, preserve: ferment, freeze, can, dry...it's easy to learn and when

my hands touch the food bounty and the smells Kll my kitchen, I feel much closer to nature. Which is exactly where I want to be. Thanks

to all here for today's thoughts and insights.
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Oh, I forgot to add, don't get sick or require hospitalization unless you have someone who can take over for you.
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I know this is a weird thought, but is the migrant crisis and homelessness a test for how people will act when forced into poverty and

controlled by the government?
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I'm guessing the migrant crisis is to distract us, starve the middle class with new lower wages. 27 states have more illegals that

citizens already!
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All it is going to take is destroy people's savings and the Revolution will begin and most of them politicians are going to be eeeing for

their lives. That is why the urgency to take the guns away from Americans.
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Nope, there are no more castles to storm. They are untouchable underground.
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We cashed out our 401K's in 2008, after they had shrunk to be worth less than what we had originally contributed, AGAIN! When we

explained to our broker that we feared the government was spit-balling ways to conKscate everyone's retirement accounts, we got the

look only us semi-professional conspiracy theory "nuts" get. Several years later, he changed careers and got out of that business. I have a

hunch he began see what we were seeing.
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Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM
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The real reason for all the turmoil, madness and authorities planning for complete control is all described in Ben Davidson's website

Suspicious 0bservers (0bservers is spelt*)with a zero character, not an O) It may seem far-fetched but all the science is there. The mega

billionaires building tunnels and caves, as well as vehicles capable of reaching Earth orbit and beyond is testimony to the fact that they

are in on the knowledge. It is clear that world governments, especially the USA also have deep tunnels and massive caves hollowed under

mountains.

The lies about human-caused climate change are a cover and a source of much revenue to these so-called elites. Every planet in our solar

system is known and shown to be undergoing drastic change (except for Mercury for which we have as yet not enough data until the

spacecraft Bepi Columbo arrives there in late 2025.) One of the biggest clues that the USA has known about the impending catastrophe

for many years is NASA's Apollo program.

Consider, why did they name the lunar landing program "Apollo" ? Apollo was the ancient Sun god, not the Moon's. The fact that the Apollo

emblem featured the Four Horses of the Apocalypse is another clue. For proof of all this and the nature and origin of all these planetary

changes simply visit Ben Davidson's website suspicious0bservers.org  or visit his Youtube channel Suspicious0bservers. * skupe59, this

is the alternative British spelling. Spelled and spelt are both correct in the UK)
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Why I visit Dr. Mercola - the comments.  I typically get additional sources to explore. I've stopped thinking, "when will this rabbit

hole end?"
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To StephJask: It's spelled as in spelling but spelt is a grain like wheat.
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Spelled and spelt, reminds me of smelled and smelt. :-) duckduckgo.com/?q=smelt+meaning&t=newext&atb=v282-1&ia=web
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Grulla what's that saying again, those who smelt it dealt it lol..Salud...
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@Segstar Soooooo NOT true and a childish attempt for the perpetrator to accuse another falsely.
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I prefer the English spelling on many words. Honour. Cancelled. Can't think of any more off the top of my head - but I come across

them almost daily.
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Silver coins retain their value and cannot be made illegal. Gold in smaller forms than the brick is good, but basically gold is meant to keep

for when we come out of this mess. IF we come out of it. Trump is the only one who speaks up about it and I have heard him say "No One

World Order". Have to have faith in someone. The Democrats are bought, Democrat people think if they go along with the plan they will

get preferred treatment, alas, very doubtful. Smaller groups are easier to control, thus Covid was invented (in North Carolina, then taken

to China), the deaths continue..... for anyone who thinks this all may be Kction, think again, they have killed millions so far.  This is

brought to us by the billionaires, 2,800 of them worldwide. Many thanks to Doc Mercola for putting this in his writings!
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Anyone scared by the content of Webb's msg should read everything on Solari.com and follow Fitts' advice on Knding a good community

bank. CU's are a good bet. Lots of free advice on solari
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If Webb is correct the CU's will not survive. The globalists sure do not want them.
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A recent update with Maria Zeee interviewing Ed Dowd: "Edward Dowd - CBDC's, Financial Collapse IMMINENT, Vaxx Deaths EXPLODE!" -

www.bitchute.com/.../fnlUnSKwJ8jT  - - Ed has a not too different view, adding in possible effects of current pandemic of deaths

occurring around us. Has a different eavor and urgency, given economic decline is already upon us; not being reported, not yet. About 50

min. long.
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We closed our very last bank account in 2012 and have only dealt with credit unions since. This occurred after jumping from one to

another in the previous 20 years over all of their escalating fees and restrictions on OUR MONEY!!! The end gate came when Bank of the

West's Indian born CEO announced "her" bank would no longer do business with mining, petroleum, and Krearms industries, 3 ESSENTIAL

elements to our modern lives. The next morning, after she had shot off her mouth, our local branch located in Central Wyoming found a

brick had been tossed through one of their huge front windows. The three elements named above are very important, even crucial in that

neck of the woods, though it was unfortunate for the nice people that worked inside, most of whom were good friends to our family.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Attn Mercola readers: read this for more details: heartland.org/opinion/bank-of-the-wests-anti-fossil-fuel-policies-prov..  ...turns

out that this bank is owned by a French megabank. Global Knance bullies target Wyoming...
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ryantisha
Joined On 4/10/2013 8:32:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bank of the West is now BMO, Bank of Montreal
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Sandman69
Joined On 1/8/2021 7:02:48 AM
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how do you invest in land and buildings without debt?
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Catlu1732
Joined On 12/31/2021 9:45:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How and why would the CIA be involved in this? And why is this happening? Because some rich people want to be the ONLY rich people in

the world? Why? What is wrong with them? Why isn't their billions enough for them? I just don't understand this. But it's another reason

why I haven't been against no more births. Why in the world would you bring children into this crappy world? It's bad enough that we might

be made slaves and starving, why force more children to suffer? Just my opinion.
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skateboardlove
Joined On 3/12/2022 8:01:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

020202 asked about migrant crisis. You are right about the starvation and distraction. It’s also happening due to the implementation of a

plan documented by Count Richard von Coudenhove-Kalergi in a book he wrote in the 1920s called, “Praktischer Idealismus.” The goals

laid out in his book are currently being realized through the organized, weaponized, well-funded mass migration of foreigners into

historically Christian countries formerly populated with majority caucasians of European heritage. The usual suspects were involved in

promoting the plans as described by Kalergi: Baron Louis de Rothschild put Kalergi in touch with one of his friends, banker Max Warburg.

Warburg then supported Kalergi with considerable funds to help form his European movement. And, as they say: the rest is history.
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I've heard that the best investment that you can ever give yourself... Is knowledge. They can take away land, gold, and food. They can't

take away your knowledge and skills. Start reading books on herbs, bush crafting, and other survival skills. Absorb all that you can and

get together in intentional communities. ic.org, freedomcells.org, and there are others. Write the ones near you down so when they take

away our ability to be online, you can get to one.
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VitaminD10
Joined On 3/9/2019 8:37:48 AM
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Reminiscent of WW2. The central bankers had abused Germany so long that they opted for a debt free system. That system led to the

best economy in the world within a few short years. Enraged with envy the bankers orchestrated a war fearing that more countries would

throw them out. After the war the lies began and here we all are today, under the same privately owned fractional reserve banking system.
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FJL
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:25:55 PM
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The great taking began in 1976 with the conservative members of SCOTUS deciding that billionaire sociopaths can buy and control

elections and own the legislative whores who make laws in their favor.
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gaylezpc
Joined On 7/31/2009 10:47:11 AM
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Yes, and that is why HRC had to be smeared into the ground. That was her main platform, overturning CU. Elevating Trump was

their only way to avoid it. And he knows he stole the election in 2016...is why he has to be on the offensive as taught by Roy Cohn.
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skateboardlove
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wise words from Segstar. And thr answer to your question, “Who are the bankers reporting to?” The answer to that is found in the bible,

the gospel of Matthew 4:9
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So they're gonna grab ur stocks etc? When is all this supposed to happen?
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Gee, not everyone can grow their own food, have chickens etc. Just not practical for all. The article reads as tho all ya need is ur own lil

farm.... Ez folks...
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Nothing matters anymore Biden has screwed the US so much Krst by his covid paranoia as he shut down a capitalistic country way too

long causing the economy to fail because he gave people 2-3 times more money to stay home now it will take decades to back to normal

plus he let in millions of illegal immigrants including terrorists ,gangs and drug cartels that eooded the country with fentanyl he should be

impeached or tried for treason I am sick of hearing about legal veterans and homeless citizens being thrown into the streets so they can

move the illegal immigrants into where they were living
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We have all heard that Money is the root of all evil’ and this is nothing more. Work, save and enjoy that which is not money; but the self

proclaimed elites want what you acquired and saved so they will never gave to work they have no abilities or skills except theft. There are

two separate species at least of the human be happy with that which they cannot steal, it cannot be bought.
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Community is most important. Because that's what ultimately gives you reason for being, reason for being appreciated and defended by

the community. A lonely outsider will be eliminated easier than a valued member. I agree we can annoy elites by monopolizing gold and

precious commodities, but who will have the upper hand? Realize that the most important is who controls the narrative, who controls the

herd. Because you can have all the digits you want on your monopoly account (because that's what it is, nothing more), when the elites

decide to seize your assets, your land, they'll invent any law that justiKes it.

So you depend on your community to say no. If you play by their games, their rules, you'll always loose in the end, the game is rigged by

design. Basically to be mostly free, you'll have to be able to survive in the wild like a wildman. If you don't want that, you need to break

down the game every day as much as you can/want. Associate with others that have similar goals and who understand cooperation is

ultimately self-serving too.

The more participants, the more effect. If we lose hope/faith, then the battle is already lost. Maybe it's already as good as it gets. As

when we get soothed by comfort, pleasure, convenience, we accept the negative consequences. It's easier to accept pain/authority

ineicted, than to have the self discipline to ineict it on yourself and to blame yourself if it doesn't turn out succesful. So it's an inner Kght

too. To get the most out of it, it helps identifying what you really want in life.

And deprogram yourself to discover more truth and to avoid repeating and ineicting the programming on others. Judge others with your

heart and humanity, not by robot rules. The most dihcult is acting upon it, as the system outlawed (by design) individual immediate

action, forcing you to follow the rules of the rigged game (elections, bent or inhumane laws etc). In doubt always ask yourself which

decision/law gives more power to...
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... powerwhores, and which empowers humanity. Dare to question everything, at least in your mind. Fantasy and simulations in the

mind generate new solutions. Regarding the money game, I would say it would be a good idea if everybody gets the maximum loan

they can and get maximally indebted (that's the plan anyway), so the system will have no solvable players to keep the game aeoat.

I know this plan is eawed because unfortunately, those who get the biggest loans are the biggest players, and those who need it

don't get a loan. Basically, it should already have collapsed because of the inequalities.

It stays aeoat because we keep on participating in it, being satisKed with every day we survive. The poor and homeless (and

everybody basically) stay in the cities instead of moving to more natural settings where there are more resources and less control

(than in overcontrolled cities). I know it's not easy. We're far down the stream. We'll probably not be able to swim back in 1 lifetime.

But we'll improve nonetheless. No, faith doesn't pay the bills but it feeds the soul.
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Daunting and depressing forecast! How would this play out in Canadian banks, I wonder?
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See also: www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/conspiracy/the-great-taking-or-t..
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Thank-you Dr Mercola, once again for communicating and citing so effectively HOW end-time bible prophecy like Revelation 13, is being

fulKlled now, in real time, meaning it is more important now than ever to choose to become a believer in the bible and salvation through

Jesus Christ to escape this evil coming upon the earth!
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Who's doing this to us?? Common, you guys are smart!!
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In a way, we are doing it to us. Mostly in that we have allowed others to think for us and decide for us without our being involved in

the process. Then, we are soooo divided now, thanks to the evilcrats, that when some of us stand for our Constitutional rights we

not only Kght against factions but even our own citizenry who have proKted from the debasement of our Constitution; special

groups, minority groups and justice only for the mentally depraved. This was all working and active behind the scenes while we

were living our lives, barely noticing the subtle changes until now. It is like watching a piece of land that once every 2 or 3 years

you go and check on it.

You see a few small saplings, not bad not too much work to clear, it can be removed later. A few yrs later and those saplings are

now trees due to putting off their removal until they developed a vast root system and enough mass making their removal quite an

undertaking. This "undertaking" will require many people involved and working together else, one person alone will tire, depending

on many factors and more will continue growing out pacing his efforts. The real question is, how will WE together stop this? As

one body?
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George Soros, Klaus Schwab, Bill Gates, King of England, Obama, Biden, all Democrats in power, RINOS, billionaires.

rumble.com/vpot5p-dr.-david-martin-who-they-are-the-names-and-faces-of..  - The Rothchild family got it started many years ago.

It's a cabal, they meet once a year in Davos, Switzerland. World Economic Forum, United Nations, World Health Organization....

write your representative in Congress and demand we exit the WHO & UN, there is a bill there right now, submitted by Mike Lee of

Nevada. It ain't a joke, they've worked on this for years and will not back down, watch Info Wars by Alex Jones, 15 years ago he

exposed how Covid would be used to usher in the world takings

 www.newstreason.com/post/remember-in-2009-when-alex-jones-warned-the-g.. . Stop World Control is another amazing web

site.
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skupe59: see my added editorial note on my post re "spelt".
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People living in their own poroperties already pay taxes in the form of rates.   The most worrying aspect is that cotrol will be in the hands

of government employees and their ability to think creatively was demonstrated in the Covid scam.  If Webb looks logically at this whole

exercise he will have to agree that it is aimed at the destruction of the middle classes. You will be left with a small number of very rich

and a multitude of poor who will be controlled, presumably by computers.  The control Hitler wanted will have been achieved.
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I got a Christmas card, picturing a lovely home and a group of folks... which said "They all glazed one last time at their home,

forced to leave due to a 40% increase in property taxes". 50% the next year, until you leave and move into a 15 Minute City (open air

prison). The card was from the Independence Institute of Denver, CO.
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